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BeInstrumental
PHASE 1: Assessment
Nick Biere
“Our mission is to ensure that every student has access to a musical
education and to provide schools with the resources needed to
teach music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
Client Research
Organization Information: BeInstrumental is a free, non-profit after school music program
for kids in the Toledo metro area. It is completely run by donor money and time donated
through the form of adults teaching music lessons to the kids and donating instruments for
the kids to borrow during the school year.“Our mission is to ensure that every student has
access to a musical education and to provide schools with the resources needed to teach
music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
 
Stakeholders: BeInstrumental has quite an extensive board for how small the organization is
and a network of donors that make up its stakeholders.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Why does the client need my help?: BeInstrumental needs my help because they are
severely under resourced in the field of visual communication. Since the organization is non-
profit and runs off of donor money, there is not a budget for them to outsource visual
communication projects and they don’t have any internal people who can produce what
they need. I’m in a very unique position with this project in the way that I can work with
them for free and provide a lot of value for their organization.
 
Client Competition: The competitors are other after school programs that are available in the
Toledo metro area that could take away enrollment opportunities from BeInstrumental.
Some examples are: Toledo YMCA after school, Boys and Girls Club of Toledo, Toledo After
School All Stars, and any day care services. They don’t have direct competition in terms of
after school music programs offered, but there are other options for students.
 
Client's Audience: BeInstrumental’s audience is primarily young parents that are looking for
an after school program to put their kids in. The end user needs to find out information about
the organization and the programs that are offered for their kids. They will be able to see this
information through various online outlets: web advertisements, social media posts, and
email lists.
Client's Desired Outcomes
VCT Problem: BeInstrumental does not currently have a branding plan so there is a lack of
brand unity and weak online presence. They are unable to produce the visual content they
need without outsourcing their work to a media firm or freelancer.
 
Media that the client uses: They have a website, Facebook page, and send out emails to
donors and the audience they wish to reach. BeInstrumental also has an informational
pamphlet that they bring out to trade shows and events where they promote their
organization.
Carol McElfresh (Executive Director)
Jeff Green (President and Co-Founder)
Lily Young (Vice President)
Megan Rhodes (Past President and Board Member)
Michael Hunter (Treasurer and Co-Founder)
Laurel Rosen Weatherford (Secretary)
John Mackewish (Co-founder and Lifetime Board Member)
Tamara Green (Lifetime Board Member)
Judy Szor (Board Member)
Karen Sherman-Sorina (Board Member)
Shaun Strong (Board Member)
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Client's Desired Outcomes (cont.)
Media that client wishes to have created this semester:
Online Media: branding plan, infographic
Print Media: new informative brochure
 
What will I produce and deliver to the client at the end of the semester?
Branding Plan: the branding plan will serve as the foundation for all of BeInstrumental’s
visual content moving forward.
 
Infographic: this will primarily serve as a tool for donors and investors to view information
about BeInstrumental and its impact on the students that go through the program.
 
Pamphlet: the pamphlet is a tool for BeInstrumental with the primary goal for someone to
pick it up and quickly understand how the organization operates and what its impact on
the community is.
 
Hardware and software needed to produce the solutions.
Hardware: Laptop, Printer
Software: Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign
Gather visual inspiration
Finalize BeInstrumental mission statement and brand values
Collect demographic and research information
Pick colors and fonts for branding
Create a new logo
Consolidate design elements into a plan
Critique with client and revise
Consolidate demographic/organizational impact information
Apply branding plan to visual elements of graphic
Write copy based off of client’s requirements for document
Apply branding plan to visual elements of graphic
Project Management
Milestones:
[completed by 3/1/20] Phase 1 - Research
 
[3/14/20] Phase 2 - Branding Plan
 
[4/1/20] Phase 3 - Infographic
 
[4/14/20] Phase 4 - Brochure
 
Client's goals with the end deliverables: The branding plan will consist of an updated
graphic logo, brand colors, one or two fonts, and brand values. All of these elements will
allow BeInstrumental to create graphics and visual content in the future that is cohesive,
modern, and have the building blocks to work with. The infographic will present information
in a visual format; current donors and potential future investors will be able to see very clearly
the impact that BeInstrumental has and how donors can help in this process. The brochure
will have information gathered from BeInstrumental and organized into a cohesive and
visually appealing format to present the organization to potential clients and donors.
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Project Management (cont.)
Objective for deliverables: clear and concise information presented in a visually stimulating
and modern format with strong organization branding. If this objective is met then the
project will have a positive impact on the organization as a whole and be successful.
 
Project constraints: Time restrictions are the biggest challenge to this project. This project is
designed to add real value to BeInstrumental and this will require a large investment of time
into research, development, and creation of the deliverables. There is a lot to be
accomplished in just one semester and I have many obligations other than this project so
time management will be crucial.
 
Project assumptions: I assume that all of the board members of BeInstrumental are quite
busy on things other than the organization since they are all part-time volunteers. This might
result in difficulties with gathering information and communicating with them in a timely
manner. I also assume that they might have unrealistic expectations for how much time this
project will take and might push for more deliverables that I will not be able to complete.
Gantt Chart
Phase 1 Deadlines:
[2/18] - Visual research completed
[2/23] - Demographic research completed
[2/23] - Mission statement and brand
values finalized
 
Phase 2 Deadlines:
[3/4] - Logo sketches
[3/11] - Logo created
[3/11] - Send V1 to client for revisions
[3/13] - Send V2 to client for approval
[3/16] - Finalize Branding Plan
Phase 3 Deadlines:
[3/21] - All data collected
[3/23] - Infographic sketches done
[3/26] - Send V1 to client for revisions
[3/29] - Send V2 to client for approval
[3/30] - Finalize Infographic
 
Phase 4 Deadlines:
[4/6] - Copy written for brochure
[4/9] - Send V1 to client for revisions
[4/11] - Send V2 to client for approval
[4/13] - Finalize Brochure
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BeInstrumental
PHASE 2: Cost Analysis
Nick Biere
“Our mission is to ensure that every student has access to a musical
education and to provide schools with the resources needed to
teach music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
Cost Research Methodology
I collected information across several online sources; mainly graphic designer freelance websites
and blogs for designers. I also used feedback that I got from my professional reviews to alter my
hourly rate based off of two reponses I received saying that my hourly rate of $25/hour seemed
low for the services I was going to be providing.
 
Findings: Through these various resources I saw a vast range of freelance hourly rates that are
charged across many different kinds of projects. Some freelancers choose to charge per project,
while others choose to charge an hourly rate. The rate also varies a lot based off of location, size of
the client, and experience/prestige of the designer. I saw rates between $5/hour on Fiverr and
upwards of $1000/hour on Design Shack. I chose to go with an hourly rate since it is usually more
consistent than charging per project. For someone in my position; a young designer with little
freelance experience it is realistic to charge between $20-$55/hour. My final rate is $35/hour.
 
Research Sources
https://deardesignstudent.com/pricing-ad00ad5c4b7f
https://designshack.net/articles/business-articles/how-much-does-logo-design-cost/
https://www.fiverr.com
https://www.serviceseeking.com.au/blog/cost-of-a-graphic-designer/
https://www.upwork.com/hire/graphic-designers
School of Motion - Motion Design Industry Survey 2019
Services List
Here are all of the services I will be completing for my client. This includes technical details,
deliverable formats, and a description of each service.
 
Branding Plan: this includes 2 round of revisions to a newly created brand guideline document
Deliverables - Logo, Company colors, Company Fonts
The branding plan will be provided to the client in a PDF format that has all branding
guidelines complied into one document. This plan will serve as a guide for all of
BeInstrumental's future design pieces, both digital and print format, in order to create a
strong visual identity for the organization that is modern and recognizable.
 
Infographic: will include 1 round of revisions for an infographic created to promote the client's
services and value
Deliverables - Infographic in PDF & PNG format
This infographic will be crucial in the organization's promotional efforts to attract new
customers and donors alike. BeInstrumental will receive a PDF and PNG format of the
finalized design to be used in email marketing and social media promotion. It will serve as a
visual representation to the impact that BeInstrumental has.
 
Brochure: will include 1 round of revisions for a redesigned brochure to show potential donors &
clients the value of this organization
Deliverables - Brochure in PDF format
The brochure will serve a similar purpose as the infographic, except that it will be created
specifically to be printed. BeInstrumental already has a brochure that they use for in person
promotions at networking events, but it will need to be updated with new information and
the branding will now match the newly created plan.
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TOTAL PROJECT PRICING (Hourly Rate X Hours)
TOTAL: $35 X 21 hours = $735
Expenses Breakdown
This is a comprehensive list of all expenses incurred during the course of this project. I am going
to charge the client 10% of the value of each expense for renting out my equipment and
resources for this project. The client will be charged for these expenses, but indirectly through the
hourly rate shown below in order to make it as understandable and clear as possible.
 
Software: Adobe Creative Cloud Subscription - $10
Hardware: MacBook Pro Laptop - $190
Misc: Travel - $20
TOTAL - $220
 
Pricing Breakdown
For this project I am charging a rate of $35/hour. I decided that an hourly rate will allow me to
receive an appropriate compensation for these services and reduce confusion for the client.
 
BRAND IDENTITY
Visual Research: 2hrs
Gathering Information: 1hr
Meetings: 1hr
Total - 4hrs
 
BRANDING PLAN
Company Colors & Font: 1hr
Logo Redesign: 2hrs
Document Layout: 1hr
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 6hrs
 
BROCHURE
Visual Research: 1hr
Document Layout: 2hrs
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 6hrs
 
INFOGRAPHIC
Visual Research: 1hr
Data Collection: 1hr
Document Layout: 1hr
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 5hrs
 
PROJECT TOTALS
Brand Identity: 4hrs
Branding Plan: 6hrs
Brochure: 6hrs
Infographic: 5hrs
Total - 21hrs
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1. PROJECT
The Designer agrees to provide graphic design services as listed in the “deliverables” section below. The Designer agrees they
will remain the sole provider for the term of this project. All work will remain unique, original, and free of any plagiarism.
 
2. DELIVERABLES
This freelance graphic design contract includes the following deliverable items: One branding plan, one redesigned logo, one
brochure, one infographic.
 
3. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROVISIONS
3.1  Client Content. Client Content, including all pre-existing Trademarks and copyright material, shall remain the sole
property of Client, and Client shall be the sole owner of all rights in connection therewith. Client hereby grants to Designer a
nonexclusive, nontransferable license to use, reproduce, and modify the Client Content solely in connection with Designer’s
performance of the Designer’s Services and the production of the Deliverables
 
3.2 Assignment of Copyrights.  Upon completion of the Services and conditioned upon full payment of all fees, costs and out-
of-pocket expenses due, Designer shall assign to Client all ownership rights, including any copyrights, in and to any artworks
or designs comprising the works created by Designer as part of the Final Art and Final Deliverables for use by Client. Designer
shall cooperate with Client and shall execute any additional documents reasonably requested by Client to evidence all such
assignments of intellectual property
 
3.3 Assignment of Final Art. Upon completion of the Design Services, and subject to full payment of all fees, costs and
expenses due, Designer hereby assigns to Client all right, title and interest, including without limitation, copyright and other
intellectual property rights, in and to the Final Deliverables and the Final Art. Designer agrees to reasonably cooperate with
Client and shall execute any additional documents reasonably necessary to evidence such assignment.
 
4. PAYMENT
The Project above shall be conducted and delivered upon payment of the below listed amounts. All fees will be invoiced
upon submission of deliverables to the Client, and will be due under payment terms. A deposit of $100 will be due to the
Designer prior to the start of any work. If the Scope of work changes during the project’s completion additional costs may
occur. Designer will submit any price changes to the Client prior to beginning such tasks. Upon completion of the project the
Client will provide the Designer with remaining $635 to cover total project cost.
 
5. CLIENT APPROVAL
The Client will be notified and must approve any and all materials prior to project finalization and submission. Furthermore,
the Client will have permission to accept the work and request revisions if needed.
 
6. TERMINATION
Either party may terminate this contract at any time for any reason they deem necessary with written notice.Upon
cancellation of this freelance graphic design contract, the Client will be responsible for all expenses incurred prior to contract
termination.Should the Client choose to cancel this project after the project’s completion, the client will remain responsible
for full payment of the complete project total.
 
7. AGREEMENT
By signing below, the Parties agree they have read, understood, and will comply with the terms listed in this freelance graphic
design contract.
Designer: _____________________________
Client: ____________________________
https://www.aiga.org/globalassets/aiga/content/tools-and-resources/46874510-standard-form-of-agreement-for-design-
services.pdf
https://designmodo.com/contract-templates-freelance-designer/
https://www.docracy.com/8574/design-and-development-contract/
https://www.format.com/magazine/resources/design/graphic-design-contract
https://www.pandadoc.com/freelance-graphic-design-contract-template/https://designshack.net/articles/business-
articles/how-much-does-logo-design-cost/
Sources
TERMS & CONDITIONS
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Industry Professional: Greg Jenkins
 
Position: Web Developer @ Happy Cog
 
Takeaway: I modified my
expenses/pricing section of this
document after reading Greg's response.
It made more sense to raise my hourly
rate and then charge the client based off
that instead of all the extra hardware
and software. This streamlines the
pricing and payment system for the
client and allowed me to charge the
same amount.
Industry Professional: Zach Mills
 
Position: Producer/Director @ WBGU-PBS
 
Takeaway: Both Zach and Greg
recommeded that I charge more than I
initially was for my hourly rate. As a direct
response to their feedback, I raised my
hourly rate from $25 to $35. Zach noted
how the design aspect of my document
proves my design capabilities right off the
bat.
PROFESSIONAL REVIEW
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BeInstrumental
PHASE 3: Project Proposal
Nick Biere
“Our mission is to ensure that every student has access to a musical
education and to provide schools with the resources needed to
teach music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
Project Proposal Summary
BeInstrumental is a non-profit after school music program for youth in the Toledo metro area. It
is completely run by donor money and time donated through the form of adults teaching music
lessons to the kids and donating instruments.
 
BeInstrumental needs my help because they are severely under resourced in the field of visual
communication. Since the organization is a non-profit, there is not a sizable budget for them to
outsource visual communication projects and they don’t have any internal people who can
produce what the organization needs. BeInstrumental does not currently have a branding plan
so there is a weak online presence and lack of brand unity.
 
I’m in a very unique position with this project since I can work with them for free and provide a
lot of value for their organization. My project will include the creation of a branding plan,
updated brochure, and infographic for the client. This project will combine my passions of
music, education, and effective design to benefit the organization. I have experience with
branding through Cru projects, class assignments, and rebranding shows at WBGU that have
prepared me for this project.
Proposal Introduction
Problem: BeInstrumental does not currently have a branding plan so there is a lack of brand
unity and weak online presence. They are unable to produce the visual content they need
without outsourcing their work to a media firm or freelancer and do not have the budget to do
so. Inconsistent online presence and branding has led to weak influence over their target
audience and limits effectiveness when attracting new clients and donors.
 
Proposal Purpose: My project will involve the creation of three deliverables that will strengthen
BeInstrumental's overall brand.
 
(1) Branding Plan: the branding plan will serve as the foundation for all of 
BeInstrumental’s visual content moving forward.
 
(2) Infographic: this will primarily serve as a tool for donors and investors to view information
about BeInstrumental and its impact on the youth that go through the program.
 
(3) Brochure: the brochure is a tool for BeInstrumental to quickly explain how the
organization works and the impact if has on the surrounding community.
 
Problem Background: BeInstrumental has always been a small operation consisting of only
volunteers. There are no graphic designers within their team and there is no substantial budget
for them to spend on outsourcing design work to a marketing firm or freelancer. Since
BeInstrumental's start back in 2008, the importance of having a strong visual brand has only
become stronger with the rise of social media and online marketing.
 
Sources: During the creation of this proposal, I conducted research through several different
methods. I started by interviewing Jeff Green (the founder of BeInstrumental) about the
organization's needs. Then I proceeded to do visual research of the organization's website and
social media. Finally, I compared their website and social media against other nonprofits of
similar size and goals.
Websites:  www.beinstrumental.org   |   www.bgcsm.org
www.savethemusic.org   |   www.worldwildlife.org
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Proposal Introduction (cont.)
Scope: Through this project I will be working alongside the founder of BeInstrumental, Jeff
Green, to create a strong visual brand. I will be creating the three deliverables (branding plan,
brochure, and infographic) based off of the organization's needs revealed to me through
communicating with Jeff.
 
I am NOT going to create a marketing plan or promotional social media campaign. I am NOT
going to create graphics for posting online or other design work that does not fall within the
three deliverables agreed upon.
 
Proposal Organization: This proposal will consist of three sections proceeding this one. The
remainder of the proposal will consist of:
1) Proposed Program   2) Qualifications and Experience   3) Budget
4) Conclusion
 
Key Terms:
Deliverable: a finished media product that is part of the project
Branding: the process of creating visuals and marketing plans to promote an organization
Brochure: a trifold print handout that contains pertinent information for donors and
prospective clients
Infographic: a digital image that presents data in a visual format that is easily understandable
and aesthetically pleasing
 
 Proposed Program
Objective: This program will combine knowledge of clients and the non-profit organization
sector from Jeff Green (founder of BeInstrumental) and online visual research conducted by
myself. After collecting this knowledge, a branding plan will be constructed to aid
BeInstrumental's growth.
 
Current State: BeInstrumental has always been a small operation consisting of only volunteers.
There are no graphic designers within their team and there is no substantial budget for them to
spend on outsourcing design work to a marketing firm or freelancer. Since BeInstrumental's
foundation back in 2008, the importance of having a consistent visual brand has only become
stronger with the explosion of social media and online marketing.
 
Desired State: At the end of this project, BeInstrumental will have a strong branding plan to use.
Going forward this will allow internal staff to create social media posts, flyers, and other
promotional materials that will have consistent visual branding. BeInstrumental desires a
modern and effective visual brand, this project will accomplish that.
 
Competition: BeInstrumental's competitors are other after school programs available in the
Toledo metro area that could take away enrollment opportunities from BeInstrumental. Some
examples are: Toledo YMCA after school, Boys and Girls Club of Toledo, Toledo After School All
Stars, and day care services. They don’t have any direct competition in terms of after school
music programs offered, but there are other options for youth.
 
Audience: BeInstrumental’s audience is primarily young parents that are looking for an after
school program to put their kids in. The end user needs to find out information about the
organization and the programs that are offered for their kids. They will be able to see this
information through various online outlets: web advertisements, social media posts, and email
lists.
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Proposed Program (cont.)
Assumptions: I assume that all of the board members of BeInstrumental are quite busy on
things other than the organization since they are all part-time volunteers. This might result in
difficulties with gathering information and communicating with them in a timely manner. I also
assume that the client might have unrealistic expectations for how much time this project will
take since they are not familiar with working on design projects.
 
Timeline
Milestones
Phase 1 - Research
[2/18] Finalize BeInstrumental mission statement with Jeff
[2/23] Gather visual inspiration
[2/23] Collect demographic and research data
 
Phase 2 - Branding Plan
[2/29] Pick Colors and Typography
[3/7] Redesign Logo
[3/8] Send Draft 1 to Jeff
[3/15] Revise Draft 1
[3/17] Send Final Draft to Jeff
 
Phase 3 - Infographic
[3/21] Gather statistics and information
[3/26] Design Infographic
[3/27] Send Draft 1 to Jeff
[3/30] Revise Draft 1
[4/1] Send Final Draft to Jeff
 
Phase 4 - Brochure
[3/30] Gather information about donors and audience
[4/6] Write brochure copy
[4/14] Design Brochure
[4/19] Send Draft 1 to Jeff
[4/25] Revise Draft 1
[4/28] Send Final Draft to Jeff
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Proposed Program (cont.)
Deliverables:
Branding Plan - the branding plan will serve as the foundation for all of BeInstrumental’s
visual content moving forward
Infographic - this will primarily serve as a tool for donors and investors to view information
about BeInstrumental and its impact on the students that go through the program
Brochure - the brochure is a tool for BeInstrumental with the primary goal for someone to
pick it up and quickly understand how the organization operates and what its impact on the
surrounding community is
 
Stakeholders: BeInstrumental has quite an extensive board for how small the organization is
and a network of donors that make up its stakeholders.
- Carol McElfresh (Executive Director)
- Jeff Green (President and Co-Founder)
- Lily Young (Vice President)
- Megan Rhodes (Past President and Board Member)
- Michael Hunter (Treasurer and Co-Founder)
- Laurel Rosen Weatherford (Secretary)
- John Mackewish (Co-founder and Lifetime Board Member)
- Tamara Green (Lifetime Board Member)
- Judy Szor (Board Member)
- Karen Sherman-Sorina (Board Member)
- Shaun Strong (Board Member)
Qualifications
Recommendations:
"Nick has the tenacity to take on a new relationship, project, or leadership opportunity and
see it through. I have met many young students who eagerly say “yes” to opportunity but
rarely stick it out. Several years ago Nick helped [Cru] design and create a new training
curriculum for our small groups. It was a large project with several deadlines. We were
counting on Nick because he possessed the design skills we needed. It was a tough
assignment, but Nick got it done with excellence."
- Nicholas Gillispie, Cru Staff Volunteer
 
"Nicholas showcases a diligence and excellence that is exceedingly rare. His academic
achievements are somehow matched by his extra-curricular and vocational-preparation
activities. Nicholas has shown determination, persistence, and remarkable grit in maintaining
a high standard in every area of life while being a leader on and off campus."
- Kyle Burkholder, Pastor at Covenant Church
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Qualifications & Experience - Resume
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Qualifications & Experience - Portfolio
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Services List
Here are all of the services I will be completing for my client. This includes technical details,
deliverable formats, and a description of each service.
 
Branding Plan: this includes 2 round of revisions to a newly created brand guideline document
Deliverables - Logo, Company colors, Company Fonts
The branding plan will be provided to the client in a PDF format that has all branding
guidelines complied into one document. This plan will serve as a guide for all of
BeInstrumental's future design pieces, both digital and print format, in order to create a
strong visual identity for the organization that is modern and recognizable.
 
Infographic: will include 1 round of revisions for an infographic created to promote the client's
services and value
Deliverables - Infographic in PDF & PNG format
This infographic will be crucial in the organization's promotional efforts to attract new
customers and donors alike. BeInstrumental will receive a PDF and PNG format of the
finalized design to be used in email marketing and social media promotion. It will serve as a
visual representation to the impact that BeInstrumental has.
 
Brochure: will include 1 round of revisions for a redesigned brochure to show potential donors &
clients the value of this organization
Deliverables - Brochure in PDF format
The brochure will serve a similar purpose as the infographic, except that it will be created
specifically to be printed. BeInstrumental already has a brochure that they use for in person
promotions at networking events, but it will need to be updated with new information and
the branding will now match the newly created plan.
Quote
For this project I am charging a rate of $35/hour. PROJECT PRICING = (Hourly Rate X Hours)
 
BRAND IDENTITY
Visual Research: 2hrs
Gathering Information: 1hr
Meetings: 1hr
Total - 4hrs
 
BRANDING PLAN
Company Colors & Font: 1hr
Logo Redesign: 2hrs
Document Layout: 1hr
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 6hrs
BROCHURE
Visual Research: 1hr
Document Layout: 2hrs
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 6hrs
 
INFOGRAPHIC
Visual Research: 1hr
Data Collection: 1hr
Document Layout: 1hr
Revisions/Meetings: 2hrs
Total - 5hrs
PROJECT TOTALS
Brand Identity: 4hrs
Branding Plan: 6hrs
Brochure: 6hrs
Infographic: 5hrs
Total - 21hrs
TOTAL: $35 X 21 hours = $735
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1. PROJECT
The Designer agrees to provide graphic design services as listed in the “deliverables” section below. The Designer agrees they
will remain the sole provider for the term of this project. All work will remain unique, original, and free of any plagiarism.
 
2. DELIVERABLES
This freelance graphic design contract includes the following deliverable items: One branding plan, one redesigned logo, one
brochure, one infographic.
 
3. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PROVISIONS
3.1  Client Content. Client Content, including all pre-existing Trademarks and copyright material, shall remain the sole
property of Client, and Client shall be the sole owner of all rights in connection therewith. Client hereby grants to Designer a
nonexclusive, nontransferable license to use, reproduce, and modify the Client Content solely in connection with Designer’s
performance of the Designer’s Services and the production of the Deliverables
 
3.2 Assignment of Copyrights.  Upon completion of the Services and conditioned upon full payment of all fees, costs and out-
of-pocket expenses due, Designer shall assign to Client all ownership rights, including any copyrights, in and to any artworks
or designs comprising the works created by Designer as part of the Final Art and Final Deliverables for use by Client. Designer
shall cooperate with Client and shall execute any additional documents reasonably requested by Client to evidence all such
assignments of intellectual property
 
3.3 Assignment of Final Art. Upon completion of the Design Services, and subject to full payment of all fees, costs and
expenses due, Designer hereby assigns to Client all right, title and interest, including without limitation, copyright and other
intellectual property rights, in and to the Final Deliverables and the Final Art. Designer agrees to reasonably cooperate with
Client and shall execute any additional documents reasonably necessary to evidence such assignment.
 
4. PAYMENT
The Project above shall be conducted and delivered upon payment of the below listed amounts. All fees will be invoiced
upon submission of deliverables to the Client, and will be due under payment terms. A deposit of $100 will be due to the
Designer prior to the start of any work. If the Scope of work changes during the project’s completion additional costs may
occur. Designer will submit any price changes to the Client prior to beginning such tasks. Upon completion of the project the
Client will provide the Designer with remaining $635 to cover total project cost.
 
5. CLIENT APPROVAL
The Client will be notified and must approve any and all materials prior to project finalization and submission. Furthermore,
the Client will have permission to accept the work and request revisions if needed.
 
6. TERMINATION
Either party may terminate this contract at any time for any reason they deem necessary with written notice.Upon
cancellation of this freelance graphic design contract, the Client will be responsible for all expenses incurred prior to contract
termination.Should the Client choose to cancel this project after the project’s completion, the client will remain responsible
for full payment of the complete project total.
 
7. AGREEMENT
By signing below, the Parties agree they have read, understood, and will comply with the terms listed in this freelance graphic
design contract.
Designer: _____________________________
Client: ____________________________
https://www.aiga.org/globalassets/aiga/content/tools-and-resources/46874510-standard-form-of-agreement-for-design-
services.pdf
https://designmodo.com/contract-templates-freelance-designer/
https://www.docracy.com/8574/design-and-development-contract/
https://www.format.com/magazine/resources/design/graphic-design-contract
https://www.pandadoc.com/freelance-graphic-design-contract-template/https://designshack.net/articles/business-
articles/how-much-does-logo-design-cost/
Sources
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Conclusion
BeInstrumental recognizes the need for strong visual branding to stay relevant and ahead of
competition in this fast moving marketing environment. Their current visual media lacks
consistency and a central branding plan. My proposed project will create deliverable media that
will build the visual branding foundation for all of their future promotions.
 
Through my experience working as a graphic designer with Cru, BGSU Marketing &
Communications, and WBGU PBS I know that I have the skills required for this project. My
passion for good design and shared excitement about this organization's purpose both make
me a great fit for what they are trying to accomplish.
 
Working with Jeff Green (founder of BeInstrumental) will continually give me direction for
where the project is headed and allow me to create a branding plan, brochure, and infographic
that will equip the organization to succeed. This project will allow BeInstrumental to better
position itself in the marketing field to attract new clients and inform donors of the
organization's impact.
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BeInstrumental
PHASE 4: Designing a Solution
Nick Biere
“Our mission is to ensure that every student has access to a musical
education and to provide schools with the resources needed to
teach music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
Existing Brand Guidelines
BeInstrumental is severely under resourced in the field of branding. It is a non-profit
organization with virtually no budget for visual communication. The organization does not
currently have a branding plan so there is a weak online presence and lack of brand unity.
 
They currently have a logo that's been used for the organization since it started over 10 years ago
and two main colors that they use for their designs, that is the extent of their current brand
guidelines.
Recommendations & Rationale for Implementation
The fact that BeInstrumental does not have a set of brand guidelines is the entire basis of my
synthesis project. Upon my initial meeting with Jeff Green (founder and president of the
organization) I realized that he had a LOT of different ideas as to where the project could go and
how I could help his organization. While he had many great and creative ideas that could
definitely benefit the organization, I identified that at the core of their visual communication
needs was a branding plan. Creating the branding plan is step one of the project and the
following deliverables are also part of my project:
 
Branding Plan - the branding plan will serve as the foundation for all of BeInstrumental’s
visual content moving forward with a new color palette, new font, and a redesigned logo
 
Infographic - this will primarily serve as a tool for donors and investors to view information
about BeInstrumental and its impact on the students that go through the program
 
Brochure - the brochure is a tool for BeInstrumental with the primary goal for someone to pick
it up and quickly understand how the organization operates and what its impact on the
surrounding community is
 
While BeInstrumental could stand to gain a lot from video projects, other design work, and social
media marketing strategies, I know that the most immediate need is their branding plan. Going
forward with this plan will allow their staff to create social media posts, flyers, and other
promotional materials that will have consistent visual branding. BeInstrumental desires to have a
modern and effective visual brand, my project will accomplish that.
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Research
I read articles from a few different news sources and blogs on the Internet to find concrete
evidence about the importance of branding. We live in a time where this almost seems silly to
question, but having a strong brand is absolutely essential for the success of businesses and
organizations. Here are some quotes I pulled from the websites to show that there are
marketing experts who agree with me!
 
"The right logo says everything without saying a word. It connotes feelings of honor, trust,
pride, excellence and integrity. It conveys a series of virtues and a set of values without pages
of copy and a team of copywriters. It evokes a sense of connection between a brand and
consumers. It establishes a bond between a company and its community of fans, friends,
critics, allies and champions."
- Alexander Westgarth, CEO and Founder of Westgarth Wines (Forbes.com)
 
"Everything that your organization exemplifies should be easily recognizable throughout the
brand. Else, your customers will be quick to notice the gap between what was promised and
what was actually delivered on the ground."
- Arpit Sinha, Entrepreneurship Writer (Entrepreneur.com)
 
"There are three essentials to a good business logo: it must be appropriate to the business; it
must be memorable; and it must be uncomplicated in form."
- Peter Shadbolt, Business Reporter (bbc.com)
 
"In the face of the current economic challenges, it's worth noting that brands do better in
tough times compared to unbranded products. Brands outlive product cycles. And in these
challenging times, there are still great brands being built. Brand owners still recognise
opportunity and their brands will thrive in the years ahead."
- Scott Goodson, Founder of StrawberryFrog (Forbes.com)
Concept Examples & Inspiration
Gathering inspiration is the second step I take when faced with a design project (the first being
discovering the vision for the project). I asked Jeff to send me examples of other organizations
that he recognizes as having strong branding to see what he was looking for, shown below:
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Source: Boys & Girls Club Source: Save The Music
Concept Examples & Inspiration (continued)
In addition to analyzing the websites that Jeff sent me, I did my own visual research through
various platforms: Pinterest, Dribbble, Behance, LinkedIn, and Instagram. Searching through
these social media platforms and portfolio sites allowed me to look at a wide variety of styles,
trends, typography, and colors. I looked at other non-profit organizations and design work from
other industries to get inspired.
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Source: World Wildlife Fund Source: Barbells for Boobs
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Color Scheme & Fonts
The most interesting challenge I have had with branding this organization is the balance
between playfulness and having a professional appearance. I have seen many organizations
such as day care facilities, schools, and summer camps that choose fonts and colors that are
absolutely rough on the eyes. I want to present BeInstrumental as approachable and fun while
also remembering that their audience is youth and young parents.
 
I decided to go with Iskra as the font to use for this branding plan. The colors are fun since they
are vibrant and yet they aren't overpowering and blend together well. This combination of the
font and color scheme effectively communicates BeInstrumental's theme while appealing to
their target audience.
Process Work & Mock-ups
For most of this project I have been very run and gun in Illustrator since I promised my client
two iterations for each deliverable and there are three deliverables. Here are some sketches I
have done and the digital process work I have completed as well.
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Process Work: Typography & Color Palette 
Branding Plan VERSION 1
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Branding Plan VERSION 2
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Branding Plan FINAL VERSION
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BeInstrumental OLD Logo 
BeInstrumental UPDATED Logo 
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BeInstrumental
PHASE 5: Evaluation
Nick Biere
“Our mission is to ensure that every student has access to a musical
education and to provide schools with the resources needed to
teach music.” (BeInstrumental.org)
Purpose of Evaluation
This evaluation has the primary goal of measuring the effectiveness of the branding plan I have
created for my client, BeInstrumental. During this semester I have been communicating back
and forth with Jeff Green, the president of BeInstrumental for his feedback and vision for the
rebrand of the organization. We have sent many notes back and forth during this process and I
have presented him with three different iterations of the branding plan. The evaluation I'm
gathering from people outside of the project will give me some unbiased insight into what has
been done well and where I can improve the designs and plan.
 
This phase 5 is also a great opportunity for me to take a step back from this project and really
critically analyze what I think of it and get honest feedback from my client as well. This will
allow me to gather important information and view the project analytically to continue
improving it.
Project Objectives
My original objective according to my phase 1 document was to present:
"clear and concise information in a visually stimulating and modern way to create strong
branding for the organization."
 
BeInstrumental did not have a branding plan at the beginning of this project so there was a lack
of brand unity and weak online presence. They are unable to produce the visual content they
need without outsourcing their work to a media firm or freelancer and lack the budget to do so.
I’m in a very unique position with this project in the way that I can work with them for free and
provide a lot of value for their organization.
 
The branding plan will serve as the foundation for all of BeInstrumental’s
visual content moving forward. It will consist of an updated graphic logo, brand colors, one or
two fonts, and brand values. All of these elements will allow BeInstrumental to create
graphics and visual content in the future on their own that is cohesive, modern, and have the
visual building blocks to work with.
 
My objectives have been met with the branding plan, but the other two elements; Infographic
and Brochure, have taken the back seat as this project has progressed. The branding plan is the
first step and fundamental for the creation of the other two and the branding plan has taken
much longer than originally anticipated to be completed. These two other deliverables are in the
process and I am still going to finish them for the client even after the class is finished.
Evaluation Strategy
The strategy I am going to implement for evaluating this project is to see if the branding plan is a
strong foundation to build the other deliverables on. If the branding plan isn't effective then the
other deliverables and the organization as a whole will not benefit from the rebranding.
 
I will be sending out a link to a Google survey that I created to judge the effectiveness of the
rebrand I have created for my client. By analyzing the findings from a range of people that have
experience in VCT related fields and those who do not, and using an audience with a range in
ages, I will be able to get a good understanding of how the rebrand is viewed.
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Evaluation Plan
The evaluation plan I am going to implement is to create a Google Forms Survey and send it out
to several participants. The questions will ask the respondents to pick their preference between
the old logo and the new one, see if the brand tone is playful and professional like intended, and
I left an open ended section at the bottom for them to drop any suggestions or comments they
would like to leave.
 
At the top of the Google Form is a PNG of the branding plan I created so that the audience can
see exactly what I am working on. There are some multiple choice questions, a linear scale
question to rate the effectiveness, and an open ended section at the bottom for them to drop
any suggestions or comments they would like to leave. I decided to use a mixture of question
types so that the respondents would actually take their time and each question matches the
format I think is most effective in gauging their responses appropriately.
Survey Questions & Responses
 
Q1: Does this plan create a strong brand identity?
External Evaluation
The respondents that took part in my survey cover a broad range of ages and demographics. I got
responses from people with an age range of 19 up to 50. There is a nearly 50/50 split of gender for
the respondents as well. I made sure to send the survey to young people who are independent
and to older people who have families and children since the organization primarily targets
families to advertise to. There were 20 people who filled out the survey.
Q2: Which logo do you prefer?
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Q3: Would a branding plan like this benefit your
company/organization?
Q4: Is the overall style (between colors and typography)...
Q5: How visually appealing is this brand to you?
Q6: Any additional comments/suggestions?
"Love the color palette!"
"The updated logo still has a lot of small
details that could be lost at a small size but I
understand wanting to keep a very similar
logo for brand recognition."
"Great job! I like the adjustment of the color
and on the music notes."
"I prefer the font used in the new logo."
"I like the new logo and how the colors are
brighter and visually appealing."
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Summary of Evaluation Results
Based on the results gathered from the survey completed by 20 participants:
Internal Evaluation
I can honestly say that I am proud of the design work I have completed for BeInstrumental. The
original plan that I sent out to achieve with three deliverables completed by the end of the
semester was highly ambitious and now that I have completed the final iteration of the branding
plan I can say that I was surprised how long it took to finish. In the future I will be more mindful
of the time required for these deliverables and manage my timelines more realistically.
 
Below is an email from my client about his opinion on the project...
Conclusion of Evaluation
Now that I have analyzed all of the feedback I got from my client, myself, and the people who
filled out the survey I feel like I have a much better grasp on the project's accomplishments. The
survey results were very positive overall with some valuable constructive criticism left in the
comment section.
 
I can conclude that the branding plan I have created for BeInstrumental is effective and has
accomplished the objectives that we set at the beginning of the semester.
100% felt that the branding plan created a strong brand identity
95% preferred the updated logo
100% thought that a branding plan like the one I created would benefit their
company/organization
100% thought that the overall branding style was "a mix of playful and professional"
They rated the visual appeal of the brand on a scale of 1-10 as...
6 (5%)
7 (20%)
8 (15%)
9 (25%)
10 (35%)
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Project Reflection
Summary of Project Development Process
This entire project's beginnning can be traced back to a conversation that I had with Laney
Fugett (my primary advisor for this project) back in September 2019. This conversation was a
brainstorming session as to what client I would be interested in working with for my VCT
Synthesis Project and Honors Project. I decided that I wanted to work with a nonprofit
organization that had a focus on music in some capacity and after some quick Internet searching
I found BeInstrumental. Once I met with Jeff Green (president of BeInstrumental) for the first
time I was very excited to begin working with him.
 
Through the fall semester I met with Laney several times and communicated with Jeff Green
that I wanted to work with BeInstrumental as my client. The HNRS 4980 class was focused on
planning out the next semester and what my project and relationship with BeInstrumental
would look like.
 
Once I confirmed Jeff Green as my client, we met up at a local coffee shop to talk through ideas
that he had for what visual communication problems could be solved to benefit BeInstrumental.
I quickly saw that they were very under-resourced in visual communication technology areas and
that Jeff was a dreamer. He had a whole bunch of ideas for a new website, updated photos, new
social media strategies, new branding, and promotional videos.
 
While it was fun to entertain all of these ideas and see Jeff's creativity, I knew that my
responsibility as the visual communicator was to pinpoint the problem I could solve for them
that would add the most value to the organization. I decided that building a strong brand would
be the best use of this project for them and myself.
 
Jeff and I began doing visual research on a brand, I came up with sketches for the branding plan,
and we began our back and forth of iterations and final version of the branding plan. The visual
research consisted of looking at other nonprofit organizations' websites and browsing social
media and portfolio websites for design inspiration. Jeff and I communicated through text,
email, and Zoom conference calls to discuss changes and new versions of the branding plan.
 
Lessons Learned
This was my first time working as a freelance designer with a real client, all design work I had
done previously was during CO-OPs, my TV production job, or for classes. I learned a multitude of
things that are valuable going forward.
 
I learned firsthand the importance of effective and constant communication between designer
and client. Jeff and I used several different methods of communication over the course of this
project: face to face meetings, emails, zoom conference calls, and texting. Effective
communication is the key to a successful relationship between client and designer. Lack of
communication can lead to unnecessary wait times, delays in a project's timeline, and unmet
expectations.
 
One thing that I incorrectly assumed when starting this project was that I would only need Jeff's
approval of final designs in order to move forward. What I didn't know is that the entire board of
directors had to hold a meeting, hold a discussion, and vote on the final version of the branding
plan. This created a major road block in the project and forced Jeff and myself to backtrack in
the design process to meet the demands of the board.
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Lessons Learned (cont.)
The biggest failure of this project was my incorrect judgement when determining how much
could be accomplished in a semester. Due to COVID-19 affecting the project, unexpected
changes in Jeff's business, and unforseen road blocks with getting approval from the board of
directors, I was unable to create all three deliverables that I had planned on. BeInstrumental and
I will have an ongoing relationship throughout the next couple of months as I continue to work
on the other two deliverables (infographic and brochure) that were not created during the one
semester period I had to work on this project.
 
The most important piece of knowledge that I gained through this whole project is that my
design skills are valuable in the professional world. This was the first time outside of an internship
where I was able to pitch ideas to a real organization, sell myself as a designer, and create
designs for them. This newfound understanding of my design skills and overall beneficial
experience through this project has shown me that I have a desire to continue working with this
client and doing other freelance jobs in the near future.
 
Project Deliverables Critique
Overall I am pleased with how the branding plan has turned out. At the beginning of this project
BeInstrumental had no set creative direction and this branding plan acts as a foundation for
every social media post, website graphic, poster, t-shirt, or printed piece that the organization
will create going forward. The font, color palette, updated logo, and organization's tone all speak
to BeInstrumental's core teaching and beliefs. The branding plan could have benefitted from
more specific instructions on general graphic design guidelines for using the logo, colors, and
font. This would have added more value to the branding plan for the organization.
 
Work Ethic Critique
The most difficult part of this project as far as work ethic went for me is the lack of deadlines.
Working at internships and classes always provide deadlines for various steps of projects or
assignments whereas this project required that I create my own deadlines. This project made me
rely on my intrinsic motivation more than I ever have before and it was a considerable
adjustment. This did lead to me creating timelines, to-do lists, and setting deadlines in a more
organized fashion than I ever had before but it did require a lot of time and organization to do so.
Looking back at this document I am impressed at how much I did achieve over the course of a
semester working with BeInstrumental and I am proud of the final product.
 
What Would I Do Differently?
If I could go back in time to the beginning of this project I would clarify who needs to sign off on
designs before they get approved, hold more Zoom calls, and put even more time into the
creation of deliverable content. Zoom calls or in person meetings were also way more productive
than emailing or texting and I wish I would've focused more on those in order to communicate
faster. I would've also gotten the branding plan done sooner in the semester so that I could have
begun working on the infographic and brochure.
 
Conclusion
Overall, I have had an incredibly valuable experience with BeInstrumental through the course of
this project. I learned to be more organized, intrinsically motivated, was challenged creatively,
gained a better understanding of how marketing is beneficial in the nonprofit sector, and
improved my networking and communication skills. Looking back on this project I am proud of
what I accomplished for BeInstrumental and am very excited about my future working with this
organization and doing more freelance design work.
4 0
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